PRIORITY 1 – PRESERVING AND PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT AND PROMOTING RESOURCE EFFICIENCY

1. LT-PL-1R-029 From theory to practice - sustainable use of natural heritage in Elk and Birštonas
Lead beneficiary: Elk County (Poland)

2. LT-PL-1R-30 Development of tourism based on natural and cultural heritage of transborder towns in Elk and Kaunas
Lead beneficiary: Elk City Municipality (Poland)

3. LT-PL-1R-56 Natural heritage - a tool for development of the birdwatching tourism in Dzukija and Biebrza
Lead beneficiary: Administration of Dzūkija National Park and Čepkeliai Strict Nature Reserve (Lithuania)

4. LT-PL-1R-76 Preservation and promotion of cultural heritage of Kalvarija and Suchowola
Lead beneficiary: Suchowola Municipality (Poland)

5. LT-PL-1R-91 Culture&Nature - Cross-border tourism development driven by common heritage
Lead beneficiary: Municipal Center for Culture, Sports and Tourism in Korycin (Poland)

6. LT-PL-1R-101 Cultural and natural heritage preservation and adaptation in Trakai and Gizycko districts
Lead beneficiary: Trakai District Municipality Administration (Lithuania)

PRIORITY 2 – PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE AND QUALITY EMPLOYMENT AND SUPPORTING LABOUR MOBILITY

2.1. To promote business creation, development and cooperation through improved business support services

1. LT-PL-1R-032 Increase competitiveness of the PL-LT borderline through development of clustering
Lead beneficiary: Foundation for the development of the Białystok University of Technology (Poland)

2. LT-PL-1R-048 LT - PL cooperation platform supporting newly established business and promoting entrepreneurship
Lead beneficiary: Kaunas University of Technology (Lithuania)
PRIORITY 3 – PROMOTING SOCIAL INCLUSION, COMBATING POVERTY AND ANY DISCRIMINATION

1. LT-PL-1R-002 Healthy neighborhood - Social integration through physical activity it's a chance for a healthy life
   Lead beneficiary: Elk Municipality (Poland)

2. LT-PL-1R-015 Time is now for change
   Lead beneficiary: Alytus city community center (Lithuania)

3. LT-PL-1R-016 Rising for cross border social initiatives
   Lead beneficiary: Alytus city social service center (Lithuania)

4. LT-PL-1R-021 Alytus and Augustów councils - safe places for living and development of healthy family
   Lead beneficiary: Public Hospital in Augustów (Poland)

5. LT-PL-1R-034 Parks of friendship 2
   Lead beneficiary: Šakiai district municipality administration (Lithuania)

6. LT-PL-1R-038 Cooperation for social inclusion "If hands could speak...
   Lead beneficiary: House of Lithuanian Culture in Puńsk (Poland)

7. LT-PL-1R-042 Improvement of health care for children in Lithuanian and Polish border region
   Lead beneficiary: J. Śniadecki Voivodship Polyclinical Hospital in Bialystok (Poland)

8. LT-PL-1R-047 Healthy mother and child - a pilot cross-border health care program
   Lead beneficiary: Dr. Ludwik Rydygier Voivodeship Hospital in Suwałki (Poland)

9. LT-PL-1R-049 Cross-border cooperation for healthy ageing and social wellbeing
   Lead beneficiary: Puńsk Community (Poland)

10. LT-PL-1R-051 Improvement of quality of prenatal care for the pregnant women in Polish-Lithuanian borderland
    Lead beneficiary: Kaunas State Hospital (Lithuania)

11. LT-PL-1R-064 Improving social care service provision and infrastructure for youth in Elektrėnai and Filipow
    Lead beneficiary: Elektrėnai Municipality Administration (Lithuania)

12. LT-PL-1R-081 Be active - be healthy
    Lead beneficiary: Alytus kindergarten "Girinukas" (Lithuania)
PRIORITY 4 – ENHANCING INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY OF PUBLIC AUTHORITIES AND STAKEHOLDERS AND EFFICIENT PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

1. LT-PL-1R-007 Strengthening the resources of fire protection in cross-border region
   Lead beneficiary: Dąbrowa Białostocka municipality (Poland)

2. LT-PL-1R-008 Best practices in rescuing and threats elimination
   Lead beneficiary: Regional headquarter of state fire and rescue service in Marijampole (Lithuania)

3. LT-PL-1R-009 Transfer of knowledge and skills in chemical and ecological rescue
   Lead beneficiary: Regional Headquarters of State Fire and Rescue Service in Alytus (Lithuania)

4. LT-PL-1R-012 Strengthening families - building cross border communities
   Lead beneficiary: Orzysz municipality (Poland)

5. LT-PL-1R-017 Cooperation between PL and LT in promoting volunteer fire and rescue services
   Lead beneficiary: Krasnopol Commune (Poland)

6. LT-PL-1R-053 Improvement of public health care service - better well-being of patients
   Lead beneficiary: Independent Long Term Public Health Care (Poland)

7. LT-PL-1R-070 Joint actions for better quality of public fire and rescue services
   Lead beneficiary: Fire fighting service of Lazdijai district municipality (Lithuania)

8. LT-PL-1R-073 Joint Lithuanian-Polish improvement of public service of fire and rescue
   Lead beneficiary: Šilalės Region Municipality Fire Fighting Department (Lithuania)

9. LT-PL-1R-106 Cross-border early education network
   Lead beneficiary: Commune Korycin (Poland)